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Introduction:

On Saturday, 15th August 1992, the newly formed English Premier League kicked off.\(^1\) Its formation, driven by the clubs' desire for a greater revenue share than available within the Football League, was deemed ‘a new era of English football’ in the press.\(^2\) Yet this wasn’t the only new era dawning that day. With Bangor City travelling to Abergavenny Thursdays, Inter Cardiff making the trip to Mold Alexandra and Haverfordwest County venturing to Llanidloes Town, the LoW, the first truly, nation-wide, single division competition, began.\(^3\) With this competition, the desire of ‘Referee’, *The North Wales Chronicle and Advertiser for the Principality* reporter, to see a league that would ‘be a great impetus to the pastime [sic] in Wales' and ‘effect a complete transformation on the game’ was finally fulfilled, one hundred and two years after his request.\(^4\) This dissertation will explore the reasoning behind this delay, by investigating the factors that impacted the creation of a national league within Wales, in an effort to add to the ‘limited literature’ on the game in Wales.\(^5\) To fully explore the topic, the development of the league structure of the game will be studied in both North & Mid and South Wales, in an effort to highlight any regional differences that may have inhibited a national system forming. Alongside this, comparisons with England and Scotland will be made to discover if these factors were unique to Wales and to decipher why their systems evolved into a nation-wide system not see in Wales.

While the Lancashire and Midland based Football League and the Central Belt based Scottish Football League rose to dominance by the acquisition of clubs from other leagues, this

---


For the locations of all twenty teams that formed the LoW, see Appendix A


\(^5\)Taylor, *The Association Game*, pp.28-29 of 669
did not occur within Wales, with regional leagues operating across the country. The FAW did attempt to form a Welsh National League in the 1920s with multiple, regional sections which would eventually form a unified national division, yet this system was troubled from the start and had collapsed by 1930. The notion was raised at various times after the Second World War but the difficulties with, and cost of, travel were cited as reasons against such action. Without a national league, UEFA barred Welsh clubs from the top continental competition and the FAW formed various plans to satisfy UEFA, including recognising the southern Welsh Football League as the national league or a competition between the professional, English based, Welsh clubs to identify a champion but all were dismissed. Only a national league would satisfy UEFA, and even with its formation blocking the English based teams to represent Wales in Europe, the FAW, faced with a threat to its existence from ’third world countries, backed by some Europeans’ were forced to create a national league.

Sport history has suffered from an ‘intellectual snobbery’, fuelled by a belief that it would not ‘foster new knowledge or explain important historical questions’. Yet sport is ‘one

---

6For England, the final proof of the Football League’s national statues was the capture of all twenty-two Southern League First Division clubs on mass to form the Third Division before the 1920/21 season. Taylor does claim that this event took place in 1909 in his work yet all the evidence points to this being a typing error. Anon, (1920a), ‘A Football Surprise’ in Derby Daily Telegraph, 1 Jun 1920, p.2 [Online]. Available at https://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/viewer/bl/0000327/19200601/001/0002 (Accessed 28 Mar 2021)

7’Citizen’ (1921a) ‘The Welsh League’s Annual Meeting’ in Western Mail, 3 Jun 1921 p.3 [Online]. Available at https://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/viewer/bl/0000104/19210603/072/0003 (Accessed 28 Mar 2021);


of the most obvious features in the general background of life',\textsuperscript{12} and as such interacts with identities of place, class, ethnicity and gender so the history of sport can contribute to a wider understanding of the past.\textsuperscript{13} While individuals such as Peter McIntosh and J. A. Mangun provided the foundation, it was Tony Mason’s 1980 book, \textit{Association Football and English Society, 1863-1915}, that, while focused on social history, elevated the field into the mainstream. This link to social history caused the field to fixate on class, with the focus generally on the interplay between the working class and sport. Within Britain, sport history was identified as being able to assist in exploring experiences of not only sport but also wider life due to it being a ‘class-based society and class shaped people’s experiences and perceptions’. Indeed, such is the importance of class, Steven Reiss remarked that it was ‘\textit{the} central issue in British sport historiography’.\textsuperscript{14} The impact of other factors on sport have also been academically explored, from Vamplew and Tranter highlighting the role of economic factors on association football to Metcalf’s work on how sporting clubs helped build a sense of community identity, one that could be multi-tiered, with amateur teams promoting village identity while professional clubs could invoke a regional or even a national identity.\textsuperscript{15}

Within Britain, soccer has dominated sport history, due to being the most popular sport during the last century, yet, studies into the game have generally focused more on the English game than any other nation, due to ‘practical and intellectual reasons’ and can suffer from drawing ‘British’ conclusions from ‘English’ evidence.\textsuperscript{16} Major works on the game in Britain include James Walvin’s 1975 \textit{The People’s Game}, Dave Russell’s 1997 \textit{Football and the English} and Matthew Taylor’s 2008 \textit{The Association Game} while several short period studies have also provided further insight into the nature of the game, including, Mason’s aforementioned work, Nicholas Fishwick’s study of the English game between 1910 and 1950, Neal Graham’s work on Irish football until the 1920s and Martin Johnes’ book on inter war South Wales. The professionalising of the game has been scrutinised by the likes of Eric Dunning, Kenneth Sheard,


\textsuperscript{13}Johnes, ' Historiography of Sport in Britain ', p.2

\textsuperscript{14}Johnes, ' Historiography of Sport in Britain ', pp.1-2


\textsuperscript{16}Taylor, \textit{The Association Game}, pp.18-20 of 669
Stephen Tischler and Robert Lewis. Later studies have focused on the hooligan problem of the 1980s and 90s but this is slowly being corrected by the input from other fields, such as economics, anthropology and media studies, yet these still suffer from the Anglocentric focus seen in the past.17

While studies on football within Wales are few in number, those that have been produced generally cover four themes, individual clubs, player biographies, the national team and academic studies into the social impact of football within the wider community. Yet the first two of these themes generally focus on Welsh clubs and players operating within England due to the heighten profile. This factor also impacts the coverage of the national team, due to the inability for Welsh clubs, apart from those within the English system, to support professional wages and the conflict between English clubs and the FAW on the availability of players for internationals.18 The final theme is generally comprised of work that investigates how the sport became established, both national and regionally, and the way in which it interacted with various factors of Welsh life, including class and identity.19

Chapter One: North & Mid Wales

Due to the influence of the Shrewsbury School on the public and grammar schools in the area, the game found popularity around Wrexham, with a Ruabon school team established by 1864 and a Wrexham Football and Athletic Club playing against the Volunteer Fire Brigade in March 1866.20 In the North West, ‘clwb Caernarfon’ were playing ’clwb Porthmadoc’ by 1873 while it ‘spread like wildfire’ in Mid Wales, with the creation of teams in Kerry, Welshpool,

---

17Taylor, The Association Game, pp.15-20 of 669
18The Anglocentric nature of secondary work on Welsh teams and players can be found in the bibliographies of works including Red Dragon and Soccer and Society.
Llanidloes and two in Newtown by 1876.\textsuperscript{21} Flintshire is described in 1880 as having 'nine or ten good teams, besides numerous minor clubs'\textsuperscript{22} and 'ten town clubs' are reported at Aberystwyth in 1889 as opposed to a single 'somewhat feeble' team ten years earlier.\textsuperscript{23} This growth in clubs shows that the game was accepted by the working class both on and off the field.\textsuperscript{24} It also created a demand for more important fixtures, and the FAW created a Welsh Cup competition, inspired by the FA Cup, which had expected Welsh teams since 1876, in 1877.\textsuperscript{25} Nineteen teams entered in its first year, and with ten of these based in the Wrexham area alongside Oswestry and Northwich, it shows the strength of the game in the North East and the cross-border ties of the Welsh game. Of the nineteen, Aberystwyth were the most southerly team to complete a fixture while Swansea withdrew when they discovered it was not a rugby competition.\textsuperscript{26}

By this time, clubs were charging for attendance at games and clubs that saw two thousand attend a cup tie would to get ‘barely a hundred’ for a friendly and this impacting their revenue.\textsuperscript{27} Even before the legalisation of professionalism within the English game in 1885, Welsh clubs were losing players to clubs in Lancashire and Cheshire due to offers of money and work. Once they were able to be paid, this movement only increased. Welsh clubs also looked to poach the best talent from each other using offers of the team captaincy or 'travel expenses' to circumvent the illegality of direct payment.\textsuperscript{28} This 'shamateurism' went against the middle-class ethos of the FAW and they were keen to defeat this 'hydraheaded monster’.\textsuperscript{29} Yet some of the clubs had grown too powerful by this point. Wrexham, Druids, Chirk, and Newtown were all

\textsuperscript{21}Stead, ‘The earliest clubs in Wales' The Red Dragons, locations 203-19 of 5840.
\textsuperscript{24} Johnes and Garland, ‘The New Craze’, p.286
\textsuperscript{27} Johnes and Garland, ‘The New Craze’, p.292 and p.300
\textsuperscript{28} Johnes and Garland, ‘The New Craze’, p.298
regular participants in the English FA Cup by 1885 and this contact with English teams only strengthen their desire for more revenue and professionalism in Wales. A number of clubs met on 15th March 1890 and decided to form a league, to increase competitiveness, attendances and revenue. Wrexham, claiming that the teams selected would not provide the attendances they required, shunned the league and joined the Combination, a league that was founded with Manchester and Cheshire based clubs the same year. By selecting this league, described by another of its founding members, Chester, as a means to ‘get into the [Football] Alliance in the following year’, over the Welsh League, Wrexham are showing that the standard of the Welsh game was viewed as well below that of the English leagues. Corwen, Chirk and Flint also pulled out of the competition between March and June, leaving eight clubs, six from around Wrexham alongside Rhyl and Bangor, despite concerns about the travel costs due to the latter’s location. These concerns seem to have been well placed as Bangor, along with Mold, failed to meet many of their fixtures and both resigned from the league in March 1891. Due to the lack of completed fixtures, the league committee voted to disband at the end of the first season but it reformed for the 1892-3 season, but with a solely North East focus with the only team involved from outside Wrexham being Denbigh, twenty miles from the town. Wrexham entered their

reserve team into the competition while their first team continued in the Combination, which further cemented the subservient nature of the Welsh League.\textsuperscript{36}

For those clubs further west, the failure of Bangor to fulfil their fixtures seems to have made them weary of joining the reformed Welsh League but they still desired a competition. The answer was their own league, and clubs along the North Wales, including Rhyl, Bangor and Flint sent representatives to Rhyl on 22 March 1893 to form the North Wales Coast League. Just like the formation of the Welsh League three years earlier, clubs were selected on a mixture of reputation and location and a league of seven teams kicked off in September and before the end of the season, the North Wales Coast Football Association had been formed to administer the sport in the region.\textsuperscript{37} The league quickly reached equivalence with the Welsh League, shown by Bangor defeating Wrexham in the 1896 Welsh Cup final.\textsuperscript{38} Yet, like Wrexham, the more successful clubs in the league set their sights on bigger prizes. Bangor, Llandudno Swifts and a Rhyl team formed from an amalgamation of the town’s two top sides, joined the Combination in 1898 and left their reserve teams within the league.\textsuperscript{39}

Further regional leagues were formed, including a ‘back-end’ league for Denbighshire in 1894, Anglesey in 1895, Caernarfon in 1900 and a Flintshire competition in 1902.\textsuperscript{40} Successful clubs within these leagues would apply for entry into leagues with higher reputations, such as Llanrwst and Holyhead’s acceptance into the North Wales Coast League in 1899.\textsuperscript{41} All this was made possible by the increase in clubs and players in the area. The Welsh League attempted to live up to its name by accepting both Aberystwyth and Newtown in 1896 before disbanding in 1898 while the North Wales Coast League expanding to include Porthmadoc in 1902 alongside

\textsuperscript{36} Anon, (1892b), ‘Football’ in Wrexham and Denbighshire Advertiser and Cheshire Shropshire and North Wales Register, 5 Nov 1892, p.3 [Online]. Available at \url{https://newspapers.library.wales/view/4593623/4593626/16/} (Accessed 11 May 2021)


\textsuperscript{38} Davies, A Coast of Soccer Memories, 1894-1994, p.13

\textsuperscript{39} Davies, A Coast of Soccer Memories, 1894-1994, p.14; Stead, ‘The Age of the Missionaries’ The Red Dragons, location 607 of 5840

\textsuperscript{40} Anon, (1894), ‘Football’ in Wrexham Advertiser, 24 Feb 1894, p.3 [Online]. Available at \url{https://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/viewer/bl/0000496/18940224/009/0003} (Accessed 11 May 2021)


\textsuperscript{41} Davies, A Coast of Soccer Memories, 1894-1994, p.13 and pp.16-7
adding a second division in 1905. Yet issues with the expense and reliability of travel were always present, for both big and small clubs. The professional clubs constantly needed big gates and plenty of season ticket sales to cover the heavy costs involved in their cross-border competitions while the smaller clubs believed they ‘worked for the railway companies’ due to the travel costs to fulfil their fixtures. The lure of the English system was great and Welsh teams continued to move to the Combination, which has lost the majority of its English clubs by this period. Even Aberystwyth and Newtown believed the enormous travel costs were worth the potential attendance increases, joining for the 1899-1900 season. For the first decade of the twentieth century, The Combination occupied the position of the prime football competition in North Wales, with only Wrexham absent after being elected into Birmingham and District League in 1905, described as the ‘third league in the country’. Interest in the Combination collapsed in 1911 and despite the efforts of clubs, it was never revived. The majority of the Welsh Combination clubs entered the Wrexham and District League, founded in 1903, and to show its improved status, it rebranded as the North Wales Alliance. With Bangor choosing to play their first team in this league and their reserves in the North Wales Coast League, it can be deduced that the North Wales Alliance was viewed by the clubs as the premier league of North Wales.

The Great War caused a pause to football across the country and its resumption saw the situation unchanged, with the North Wales Alliance generally focused on the North East and the

---

43 Davies, *A Coast of Soccer Memories, 1894-1994*, p.18
48 Davies, *A Coast of Soccer Memories, 1894-1994*, p.26
North Wales Coast League concentrated in the North West. 1921 saw the FAW, under the guidance of Ted Robbins, attempt to create a Welsh National League, consisting of regional sections. This system would replace the current leagues in North Wales with one top division and two tiers, split into East and West, below this. Wrexham, after gaining admittance to the new English Third Division North, only committing their reserve team while the rest of the top clubs supported the move and despite concerns from the smaller clubs about travel costs, the system was approved.\(^{49}\) Unfortunately, the project was mistimed, as the 1920s saw an economic downturn that saw the clubs playing to dwindling crowds.\(^{50}\) With the number of clubs in the top division reducing season on season, the league fixtures were over by February in 1930 and threatened to bring an end to Welsh National League experiment in North Wales.\(^{51}\) Possible solutions were proposed, including splitting the top division into East and West sections or having two league competitions a season, but none were agreed and the league disbanded that year.\(^{52}\) The aftermath of this of this was a chaotic period of leagues forming and reforming, with efforts to create a new Combination as well as a new Welsh League in the North East.\(^{53}\) Bangor, Rhyl, and even Wrexham reserves sort the stability and competitiveness of the Birmingham League, much to the disappointment of the FAW.\(^{54}\) The situation was resolved by creating a regionalised system in the North West, with a top division, named the Welsh League (North) and five regional second divisions and the North East being serviced by the Wrexham and District

---


\(^{50}\) Davies, *A Coast of Soccer Memories, 1894-1994*, pp.54-6


\(^{51}\) Davies, *A Coast of Soccer Memories, 1894-1994*, p.56

Anon, (1930c), 'Welsh Football Schemes' in *Staffordshire Sentinel*, 29 Mar 1930, p.5 [Online]. Available at https://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/viewer/bl/0000525/19300329/103/0005 (Accessed 11 May 2021);
Anon, (1930d), 'Welsh League to disband' in *Staffordshire Sentinel*, 05 Apr 1930 [Online]. Available at https://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/viewer/bl/0000525/19300405/103/0004 (Accessed 11 May 2021)


\(^{54}\) Davies, *A Coast of Soccer Memories, 1894-1994*, p.57
League, which renamed itself the Welsh National League (Wrexham Area) after the Second World War.55

This system provided the game the stability it needed after the Welsh National League collapse and it endured until the early 1980s. During this time, some of the regional leagues were merged into larger units, a Clwyd League was formed in 1972 and one covering Gwynedd in 1983.56 Yet, the Welsh League (North) was struggling to field more than ten teams and a plan was formed to expand to cover all of North and Mid Wales and rebrand as the Welsh Alliance, with the winners to play the South Wales champions.57 This coincided with a reorganisation of English non-league football and Colwyn Bay, who had won three of the last four Welsh League (North) titles, took the opportunity to follow in the footsteps of Caernarfon Town at the start of the decade and move into the English system.58 While the Welsh Alliance failed in its mission to become the top league in for North and Mid Wales, the FAW were under pressure from UEFA and FIFA to set up a national league system and a second attempt at a North and Mid regional league, named the Cymru Alliance occurred in 1990, with the Welsh Alliance becoming the North East feeder league to it.59 This reorganisation was seen by Flint Town United as the opportunity to transfer into the English system but the FAW had toughen its stance due to threats to its existence from FIFA and went to court to keep them in Wales.60 Other clubs, such as Nantlle Vale and Bethesda Athletic refused to join the league, citing the strain of the addition travel costs in a league that stretched from Anglesey to Knighton. Yet others filled these voids and the Cymru Alliance was able to act as a secure foundation for the LoW, with the league

56 Davies, A Coast of Soccer Memories, 1894-1994, p.85 and p.88
providing eight teams to the national competition.\(^{61}\) As to the North Walian clubs that operating in England, the FAW demanded that those clubs operating in English non-league football return to fill the new national league. These clubs refused and a standoff occurred, with the FAW banning the clubs from playing in Wales or against Welsh teams.\(^{62}\) Bangor, Newtown and Rhyl did bow to the pressure and join the Welsh system, but Rhyl missed the application window and were placed into the second tier Cymru Alliance.\(^{63}\) Caernarfon Town and Colwyn Bay held out and won the right continue in the English system in April 1995 but Caernarfon changed their mind and joined the LoW a few months later.\(^{64}\)

The picture in Mid Wales is far more difficult to chart. A Builth side entered the Welsh Cup in 1888 and they were present at the formation of the South Wales and Monmouthshire Football Association in 1893, alongside Brecon and Hay Town.\(^{65}\) Newtown were members of the Shropshire League for the 1892-3 season and they, Aberystwyth and Welshpool are among the founders of the Montgomery & District League in 1904, which was renamed the Cambrian League the following year.\(^{66}\) Four years earlier, a Mid Wales League involving clubs such as Brecon, Builth and Llandrindod has been formed.\(^{67}\) Both were absorbed into the Welsh National


\(^{65}\) Harris, ‘The History of Association Football in Breconshire’, p.132


\(^{67}\) Anon, (1900), ‘A new football league for Mid Wales’ in Radnor Express, 3 May 1900, p.2 [Online]. Available at https://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/viewer/bl/0003129/19000503/025/0002 (Accessed 12 May 2021);
League as a Central and a Mid Wales Section in 1922.\textsuperscript{68} Other minor leagues also developed, including a Cardiganshire League in 1921 and an Aberystwyth League in 1934.\textsuperscript{69} It seems that both Welsh National League sections combined around 1930 with discussions held about splitting the top division into a northern and southern section to cut the travel costs, which would hopefully attract more clubs but tracking the league is difficult both Mid Wales League and Central Wales League are used in the press interchangeably to describe the competition.\textsuperscript{70} This split had not occurred by 1933 and many of the Brecon and Radnorshire clubs joined the North Herefordshire League.\textsuperscript{71} Aberystwyth Town did leave the league for the southern Welsh League in 1951, leaving their reserve team in the Mid Wales League, but returned in 1963.\textsuperscript{72} The Mid Wales League disappears from the press after the 1950s, only being mentioned when their clubs concede sixteen goals in a cup tie or ask for assistance to pay their travel expenses to Llandudno.\textsuperscript{73} This decline in the reputation in the league seems to have driven Aberystwyth back into the south in 1987 and Newtown to the English Northern League a year later until both teams joined the LoW in 1992.\textsuperscript{74}

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
Chapter Two: South Wales

While viewed as the domain of rugby, it was the ‘dribbling code’ that first laid claim to the region, with the now rugby clubs of Swansea, Cardiff and Newport initially formed to play football. These clubs were converted to the handling code due to the immigration from the West Country and the adoption of the game in the leading South Walian schools. Yet, some clubs continued with the game, including the clergy of St. Margaret’s Church, Cardiff, who were described as ‘one of the strongest teams in Wales’. They joined with twelve teams from as far afield as Caerleon, Abergavenny and the Rhondda and founded a league in October 1890 and matches began before the end of the month. The season was an absolute flop, with no team completing more than thirteen matches and St Margaret’s only playing once. To find an overall champion, the league conducted a play off between the top three teams, which was won by Treharris. This poor start was almost the end of the league but six clubs competed for the title in the following season and by 1893 the South Wales and Monmouthshire Football Association was created to administer the league and game in the south. From this, the league, after a break between 1894 and 1896, grew in size, both numerically and geographically, and added a second division in 1899. This increase also saw the creation of other leagues and by 1903 Cardiff,
Newport, and the Wye Valley had leagues operating under the jurisdiction of the South Wales and Monmouthshire Association while Pembrokeshire had its own independent league. Professionalism was legalised in the area in 1900 and by the next season it was deemed a success, as 'the style of the game has undergone a great change for the better'. Yet the increase in expenses that professionalism brought forced the clubs to boost their turnover and some Valley clubs created a Rhymney Valley League in 1904 to an effort to increase their number of fixtures, with the likes of Aberdare and Treharris participating in both. This league grew in stature and range, rebranding itself as the Glamorgan League in 1909 and then the Welsh League in 1912, with a goal of being as 'strong and as important' as the Football League.

Yet the loss of clubs to the English system has already began six years previously with both Treharris and Newport joining the Western League, which catered for teams in the South West of England and they were joined by both Aberdare and Barry within two years. The reasoning behind the move was, as seen in the North, the opportunity to play ‘high class teams’ and ‘largely increased gates’ and such was the lure, Merthyr and Ton Pentre were also league members by 1909. The Welsh clubs left the Western League in the summer of 1910 amidst claims that the league administrators were ’anti-Welsh’ and moved to the Southern League. The Southern League actively recruited clubs from South Wales during this period and not just

---

82 Lile and Farmer, ‘The Early Development of Association Football in South Wales, p.207
Johnes, Soccer and Society: South Wales, 1900-1939, p.194
85 Johnes, Soccer and Society: South Wales, 1900-1939, p.35
Johnes, Soccer and Society: South Wales, 1900-1939, p.36
87 Johnes, Soccer and Society: South Wales, 1900-1939, p.197
established clubs. The promise of impressive fixtures resulted in the creation of clubs from scratch including Swansea Town, Mid Rhondda and Newport County, to take advantage of the opportunities the league provided. The Southern League’s efforts relegated the Welsh League to a secondary status, as the top teams in the league were the reserve sides of those clubs playing in England. Yet the success of Cardiff City, Merthyr Tydfil and others encouraged the creation of many semi-professional clubs, many of which viewed the Welsh League as a stepping stone towards the English system. Yet the strain of even part time wages caused trouble for some teams in the Valleys, and Aberdare, Caerphilly, Pontypridd, Treharris and Ton Pentre were suspended temporarily from the FAW in 1914 for payment arrears.

After the war, the Welsh League was quickly reformed, consisting of two divisions with the reserve teams of the Welsh Southern League clubs featuring heavily in the top division. This period also saw the creation of a West Wales Football Association in 1922, which managed the competitions in Neath, Swansea, Carmarthenshire and Pembrokeshire. Pembroke Dock were also competing in the Welsh League by this time, showing the professional game had reached the rural west at last. The success of the sport and its league system in the South led Ted Robbins, the FAW secretary, to use it as the model for the future of the game in Wales, and his Welsh National League scheme would attempt to recreate this system in both Central and North Wales, which were covered by multiple leagues. The Welsh National League (Southern Section) was formed in 1921 and comprised of two divisions with a plethora of regional leagues

---

89 Johnes, Soccer and Society: South Wales, 1900-1939, p.42
90 Johnes, Soccer and Society: South Wales, 1900-1939, pp.45-6
93 Johnes, Soccer and Society: South Wales, 1900-1939, p.55
operating underneath it. In a rare victory, the Southern Section did lure the reserve sides of the Welsh teams that had joined the Football League that year. The clubs in the Welsh Section of the Southern League generally remained there and the majority sent their reserves to the Welsh set up but both competitions were devalued as a result, which led to smaller gates and less revenue for all involved. The efforts of the FAW to merge the sections in 1923 were rejected by the southern clubs and the league reverted back to its previous title. This shows that the clubs in the Welsh League saw their fixtures with the reserve teams of Welsh based, English league sides as of a higher quality and more lucrative than what would be provided by any competition involving the northern clubs.

The defection of the top Southern League clubs confirmed the superiority of the Football League and some Welsh clubs, in both the Southern and Welsh League competitions, had ambitions of join it. In their efforts to show they were worthy of election, they splashed out on excessively high wages to lure players into their teams. Yet, most of these were sub-standard journeymen who had failed in the Football League. Such was the low quality of these players, the Welsh League was viewed as ‘a dumping ground for superfluous professionals’ by 1922. These wages, as well as the cost of ground improvements to meet the league standards were vast, and this, combined with the decline in turnover due to the collapse of coal industry and the mass out migration from the area from 1925 led to many clubs going bankrupt or returning to the Welsh system as amateurs. Not even the clubs that had made it to the promised land of the Football League were safe from the economics of the period, and both Aberdare Athletic and Merthyr Town lost their place in the Football League as attendances tumbled due to inability for their supporters to meet the £s minimum price demanded by the Football League. With clubs falling away throughout the decade, the Welsh League reached crisis point in 1929 with only eleven clubs in the top division, seven of which played in other leagues, and the second division

---

97 Johnes, Soccer and Society: South Wales, 1900-1939, p.196
98 Johnes, Soccer and Society: South Wales, 1900-1939, pp.57-8
100 Johnes, Soccer and Society: South Wales, 1900-1939, pp.68-9
containing many amateur teams.101 The reputation of the League was so low at this point, Cardiff City and Swansea Town looked for more competitive football for their reserves in leagues including the London Combination and the Birmingham and District League. These clubs moved many of their Welsh League games to mid-week and fielded third choice teams for those they could not move to facilitate their reserves to play in these minor English leagues. These actions by the biggest names in South Walian football not only pushed the reputation of the Welsh league lower but impacted even further on the smaller teams' revenue as these games against feeble line-ups would not draw a crowd.102

There were clubs that did buck the downward financial trend. Llanelly AFC, reformed in 1928, had a solid financial base thanks to the success of the tinplating and anthracite coal industries and maintained gates of four thousand for the 1930/31 season while also applying to join the Football League three times between 1929 and 1933.103 Clubs that had developed out of other organisations, such as working men’s club, welfare halls and places of work were less reliant on match day income to survive and the more ambitious were able to move up from their district leagues as the Welsh League attempted to rebuild itself.104 This influx of junior clubs was facilitated by the second division of the league being split into western and eastern sections in 1932 to cut their travel costs and this system continued once football resumed in 1945.105 The most successful of these organisation teams were Lovell’s Athletic, a club that was formed in 1918 as the sporting and leisure club for the Lovell sweet factory in Newport. The club were asked to resign from the South Wales Amateur League in 1923 due to employing professionals and joined the Western League, winning it at their first attempt. They successfully applied to the Welsh League in 1924 and Newport County to threaten to resign from the league as they feared it would result a drop in their attendances. At times, Lovell’s were running teams in multiple

101 Johnes, Soccer and Society: South Wales, 1900-1939, p.195 and p.94
102 Johnes, Soccer and Society: South Wales, 1900-1939, pp.195-6
103 Johnes, Soccer and Society: South Wales, 1900-1939, p.73
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leagues, as widely spread as the Monmouthshire Senior League and the London Combination.\footnote{106} After the Second World War, the club was competitive in both the Welsh and Southern League and applied to join the Football League in 1947.\footnote{107} That season provided to be their high-water mark, with a Welsh Cup win at the end of that season before the club contracted, withdrawing from the Southern League in 1959 before they were wound up in May 1969, three years after their last Welsh League title. This occurred due to the running costs being transferred to the club by the business.\footnote{108} The demise of Lovell’s came after the top division of the league was rebranded as a Premier Division and the regional split in the second tier was removed in 1964 but by this time, the reputation of the league was so low, its results barely got into the sporting pages of any major papers.\footnote{109} The league, which was by far the strongest in Wales, then renamed itself the National League in the 1980s and attempted to live up to this by recruiting Aberystwyth in 1987 before it provided ten teams for the LoW.\footnote{110} As for the South Walian teams in the English system, only Barry Town and Newport County were targeted by the FAW due to the status of Cardiff, Swansea and Wrexham and a deal agreed with Merthyr Tydfil, granting them a five-year grace period. Barry changed their mind after one season and entered the second tier in 1993 but Newport held their ground and won a 1995 court case to remain in the English system.\footnote{111}
Chapter Three: Comparison with England and Scotland

The codification of football began with the development of the games at Eton and Rugby Schools in the 1840s. This process began to formalise the game outside the public school system in 1863, when eleven teams from the suburbs of London came together on agree a rule set for games between themselves. This result of this meeting was the formation of the FA but it was the propagation of cup competitions around the country that finalised the split between the handling and dribbling codes. While the FA was founded by the southerners, the game had already a solid foundation in the North, with Sheffield FC promoting their own rules, which may have been influenced by both local game play and contact with the public-school network. During this period, a schism developed over professionalism, with the northern clubs threatening to break away from the FA in 1884. Generally, the FA was still dominated by the elite, which still championed the ‘Corinthian spirit’, while the more working-class Lancashire clubs believed that payments were neither ‘wrong nor unusual’. The FA finally allowed professionalism in 1885 and it may be that football’s administrators were inspired by cricket, hoping to replicate its successful balance between professionals and amateurs within the sport. It is no surprise that the FAW, with its committee sharing a similar, public school background to those at the FA, took the same line against professionalism.

With professionalism firstly confined to Lancashire, it was only natural that the first football league was created here to provide a regular fixture list that would provide stable income, as opposed to the intermittent schedule that cup competitions provided. The catalysis behind this was Scottish born, Aston Villa director, William McGregor. His letters of March 1888 applied to the professional clubs of northern England and twelve teams were selected to partake in the first season. This selection seems to have been driven more by location, facilities and the potential for large attendances rather than on field success, with only three of the teams having won the FA Cup previously. The league was an immediate financial success with some clubs reporting a four hundred percent increase in gate revenue within six seasons. This success resulted in other leagues forming but even the most success of these, the Football Alliance could not overcome the prestige of the original, and it became the Football League’s second division in
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1892.\textsuperscript{114} The success of the leagues in this area can be attributed to both population and wages rises at the time. Lancashire’s population grew by almost fifty percent between 1871 and 1891 and industrial workers’ real wages also increased, providing a solid financial platform for the clubs. In contrast, during the same period, North East Wales saw only minor population growth and the wages within the coalfield there were the worst in the country, making the average 3d ticket price too much for the majority of the working class to attend regularly.\textsuperscript{115}

In the south of England, the formation of a league was hampered by the London FA’s attitude to professionalism, which matched the FA. When the Southern League was formed in 1894, four of its nine members were amateur, but as feared professionalism in the capital only grew after its formation. The league did reach equivalence with the Football League for a short period in the 1900s, but the defection of teams to the Football League slowly saw the reputation of the league fall. The Southern League actively recruited South Walian clubs to replace those clubs that left, and fourteen Welsh teams were completing in the league by 1914.\textsuperscript{116} The loss of the league’s top teams, including Cardiff City into the Second Division in 1920 and Swansea Town, Merthyr Tydfil and Newport County, to the Football League as part of the new Third Division the same year was the final proof of the secondary status of the competition.\textsuperscript{117} This consolidation of clubs into one national system was facilitated in England by the rail connections between the major cities. Without the speed and relative low costs of travel provided by the railways, league fixtures could not have been fulfilled by the clubs.\textsuperscript{118} Yet the railway network in Wales was created by private companies rather than under central governmental oversight. Thus, the system was created with profit in mind, with links to the nearby English regions deemed more important than any internal connectivity and this made travelling to partake in Welsh
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fixtures arduous, as shown by the difficulties of Aberystwyth during their 1896 Welsh League season.\textsuperscript{119}

The effect of the proximity to England on Welsh football can be gauged when the Scottish system is observed. Scottish football was confined to the Central Belt during its initial years and taking part in any English competition was costly and difficult, as discovered by Queen’s Park in their FA Cup exploits of 1872, which forcing Scots to create their own competitions.\textsuperscript{120} The Scottish League was founded in 1890 with eleven clubs in the Forth and Clyde areas, yet, with the clubs selected purely on merit rather than revenue generating potential, six of the founding members withdrew within ten years.\textsuperscript{121} Professionalism was embraced in 1893, which also saw the league form a second tier by merging with the Scottish Alliance.\textsuperscript{122} By 1913, the footprint of the league had moved north and east, with 34 teams, including Fife, Dundee and Aberdeen, spread across two division\textsuperscript{123} A Third Division was created for in 1923 but the small-scale nature and the distance between the clubs alongside the economic downturn put an end to this division three years later while many Second Division clubs folded.\textsuperscript{124} It was only the acceptance of payments from the Pool’s Promoter’s Association in 1960 that provided financial stability to clubs at this level and this stability saw a rebranded three tier system introduced in 1975.\textsuperscript{125} 1994 saw the league reformed again, with four divisions of ten teams, before the Premier League teams broke away in 1997, just like the English teams six years earlier and citing the same reason, a bigger share of revenue.\textsuperscript{126} Thus the isolation of Scotland enabled it to keep its top clubs and this kept the reputation of the Scottish league high enough to attach greater revenues, enabling the clubs to meet the costs required to operating within a national league.
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Another important factor is how national identities were involved in the sport. Both the FA and the Football League lacked English in their titles as both viewed themselves as British organisations. Entry into the FA Cup only required affiliated to the FA and teams from Scotland, Ireland and Wales had all competed by 1888 but many of these were forced to concede their places in the competition due to travel issues. The British scope of the competition ended in 1886 when the Scottish FA banned its clubs from affiliating with other national associations due to a conflict over professionalism, in what has been described as Scottish football’s declaration of independence.127 William McGregor also envisioned his league to be a British one, rather than just English.128 This British approach to the game was also seen in the formation of the IFAB in 1886. This organisation was created to provide a common rule set for the sport, to facilitate international matches. FIFA joined in 1913 and the structure was amended in 1958, providing one vote for each Home Nation and four for FIFA, with a three quarters majority needed to enforce any rule change.129 This imbalance of power within the IFAB has always been an issue and calls for a Great Britain Football Association and international team, to remove their control of the IFAB, have arisen periodically.130 Wales was always seen as the weakest Home Nation association and the lack of national league was used as a reason to disband the organisation by FIFA.131 It was this threat, more than any desire to see the Welsh teams return, that drove the formation of the LoW.132

While the creation of the LoW was, without doubt, a top down process, some clubs were in favour. A survey, conducted in 1988, suggested that the majority of the Welsh, English non-league teams were ‘favourably disposed’ of joining a Welsh league consisting of ten teams.133
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Yet, the FAW believed it benefited from the presence of Welsh clubs within the English system as it provided a reliable pool of quality players from which to select from, regardless of how it would affect these teams on the field. Less than a fifth of Welsh international debutants between 1876 and 1991 were selected while playing in Welsh competitions and no player operating in a Welsh league selected after 1910, which shows the FAW disregarded their own competitions when searching for international talent. Having Welsh clubs in England also allowed the press, especially in the south, to portray matches as national contests, especially during periods when the national team were performing badly. This notion of national representation was also picked up by the fans, with many attending the matches of their rivals. The Cardiff City’s 1927 FA Cup final is a fine example of this, as seventeen hundred Swansea fans attended and the price of leeks tripled due to demand. Big league ties would also attach fans, with special trains running in North Wales when Cardiff City played against Liverpool or Manchester. This Welshness was also paraded at home games, with teams being led onto the field by girls in national dress and the fans singing Cwm Rhondda. The ‘otherness’ that Welsh clubs felt within the English system forged a sense of community between them. The mass resignation from the Western League in 1910 was down to the perceived anti-Welsh feeling within the organisation and the clubs would assist each other off the field. Swansea Town led the campaign to get Merthyr Town re-elected in 1930, Llanelly AFC withdrew their application to the Football League to strengthen Newport County’s chance of re-election the following year while Cardiff City played struggling Caerphilly Town to boost both their finances and local interest in the team. Yet Welshness is a fluid notion and despite continuing players from other nations, a club based in Wales could be viewed as Welsh, even when playing against an English team containing Welsh players. Football also generated a British identity within the Welsh and success in the English system allowed Wales to gain recognition within a British context. Both the FAW and clubs where more interested in integrating into the English system than developing
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its own independent system due to the prestige it gave them. The request of the South Walian Welsh League for promoted into the Football League in 1920 alongside the volume of clubs that left the Welsh system confirm the notion that Welsh football saw itself as part of a wider British game.\textsuperscript{140} The FAW’s commitment to the Britain can been seen with acceptance of only two non Home Nations internationals in the early twentieth century, as loses against these would impact on Britain’s prestige, alongside its stance with the other Home Nations as part of IFAB.\textsuperscript{141}

Conclusion:

To conclude, the creation of a truly national association football league in Wales faced many difficulties. Firstly, by the time that the first leagues in Wales were formed in 1890, the sport had already taken on a British identity, with clubs from all the nations competing in the FA Cup regularly, making the clubs familiar with matches against English sides. In the North, the Welsh League faced the problem of proximity to the high quality football in Lancashire and the Midlands. This, combined with the effects of low population and low wages in North East Wales made competing within English leagues more rewarding financially than solely Welsh fixtures. Wrexham identified both these issues at the initial league meeting and in opting to play in the Combination, they confirmed the secondary nature of any Welsh league competition before it started. In the south, the clubs had to combat rugby and a poor start but it slowly gained ground in the Valleys. Yet both suffered low revenues and high travel costs and this forced the clubs to concentrate on more regional leagues. When professionalism arrived, clubs needed more high profile fixtures to generate enough money to covers wages and the regional leagues could not provide this. This forced clubs to enter leagues in England and with each team that left, the reputation of the Welsh leagues declined. Yet, this exodus of clubs did not cause the FAW concern, due to the British outlook of the organisation and the increase in player quality it provided for the national team. Indeed, the FAW were so relaxed about Welsh clubs operating in the English system, that when it attempted to create a national league system, they accepted the reserve teams of those clubs into it. Yet the timing for the creation of the Welsh National League
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could not have been worse, and the post war economic downturn and the collapse of the coal industry in the south saw the smaller professional clubs within Wales, which the national league project was built upon, disappear due to being overstretched financially. Yet this collapse in the clubs was due more to their efforts towards gaining acceptance into the English system, rather than chasing Welsh league success.

Regionally identity, geography and transport connectivity also played its part. North and South Wales viewed each other as outside their notion of Welshness and this, along with the fact that these games would not provide the revenue that games against English opposition could, made the major clubs shun their fellow Welsh teams for those in England. The geography and transport connectivity issues are interlinked, with the Welsh population centres separated by a thinly inhibited hinterland. This created a rail network that focused on East-West links and thus, it was logistically easier for North Walian clubs to reach Sheffield than Swansea and South Walian clubs to reach London than Llandudno. This issue was always the first factor raised whenever a national league was mooted, such as 1958 and 1978. As Scotland lacked this proximity and ease of travel to the English football heartlands, they were able to retain their top clubs and thus, had to develop their own league. The FAW never pressed the issue as they were happy with the current situation, even if it meant that Welsh teams missed out on the top continental competition. The English system also provided players for the national side, even if they were difficult to get released for internationals, and the FAW continued to allowed clubs to join the English system, even as late at 1988, in an effort to increase the Welsh players playing at this higher level. This situation would have remained unchanged to this day without the conflict between FIFA and the Home Nations over control of the IFAB. The lack of a national league made the FAW the weakest association within the Home Nations and FIFA attacked them in their efforts to break the British domination of the rule making body. Faced with this threat to its existence, the FAW were forced to act but the reputation of Welsh domestic football was so low, many of the Welsh clubs playing in the lower English leagues fought their own association to remain where they were. Not even with the lure of UEFA’s top club competition could overcome their belief that playing English non-league opposition was better for them financially than a Welsh national competition. While angered by the attitude of the clubs, by fulfilling FIFA’s definition of a national league and therefore preventing further attacks on organisation, the LoW was a success for the FAW, irrespective of its composition. Thus, the creation of a national
association football league should be viewed as an act of self preservation by the ruling body rather than fuelled by any desire to improve the quality or reputation of the game in Wales.
Appendix A: Location of teams in the 1992-3 League of Wales

This map was compiled by the author from the LoW table on the Y Clwb Pêl-droed website. Available at https://clwbpeldroed.org/1992-93-league-of-wales-results-and-table/ (Accessed 20 May 2021)
Appendix B: Breakdown of Welsh international debutants by clubs between 1876 and 1991

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clubs in English competitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Club</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aberdare Athletic (Football League)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aston Villa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangor City (Combination)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnsley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackburn Rovers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackpool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolton Wanderers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bootle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradford City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradford Park Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brentford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brighton &amp; Hove Albion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bristol City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bristol Rovers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiff City (Football League)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlton Athletic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chirk (Combination)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clapton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clapton/Leyton Orient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colwyn Bay (Football Combination)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corinthians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coventry City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crewe Alexander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derby County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doncaster Rovers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Druids (Birmingham &amp; District)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aberaman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aberdare (South Wales League)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aberystwyth Town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangor (Pre-League)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangor (Welsh League)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barmouth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berwyn Rangers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brecon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brymbo Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Builth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹⁴² FAW Secretary Alexander Hunter was required to step in against Ireland in 1887 due to many of the players suffering ‘the after effects of the crossing’. Davies and Garland, *Who’s Who of Welsh International Soccer Players*, p.93
This statistical analysis of the clubs of Welsh international debutants was compiled by the author from the records published in *Who’s Who of Welsh International Soccer Players* by Gareth M. Davies and Ian Garland.
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